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Abstract: The land surface scheme (LSS) plays a very important role in the forecast of surface
meteorological elements in the Central Asia arid region. Therefore, two LSSs viz. Noah and Noah-MP
were evaluated over the Central Asia arid region in January and July 2017 using the Weather Research
and Forecasting (WRF) model at a 3-km horizontal grid resolution. The objective was to assess the
performance of WRF LSSs by calculated the mean error (ME) and the root mean squared error (RMSE)
of simulated hourly meteorological elements, such as 2-m air temperature, 10-m wind speed, soil
temperature, soil moisture at 5 and 25 cm thickness, and surface soil heat flux at 5 cm thickness. The
results showed that, compared to Noah, Noah-MP modeled less surface sensible heat flux in the
northern Xinjiang (15~20 W·m−2) and surface latent heat flux in most areas of Xinjiang (<10 W·m−2)
in January, and mainly generated less sensible heat flux in most areas of north Xinjiang and the
mountainous regions of southern Xinjiang (≤20 W·m−2) which on the contrary, generated more
surface latent heat flux in most parts of Xinjiang (15~20 W·m−2) in July. Meanwhile, the surface soil
heat flux generated from Noah-MP was closer to the observations at Hongliuhe and Kelameili stations
in January, the ME increased by 17.5% and reduced by 80.7%, respectively, the RMSE decreased by
44.4% and 61.7%, respectively, and closer to the observations at Xiaotang station in July, the ME
and RMSE reduced by 19.1% and 20.5%, respectively. Compared to Noah, Noah-MP improved the
overall simulation of soil temperature and soil moisture over the northern and eastern Xinjiang (at
10 cm thickness), the ME and RMSE of simulated soil temperature reduced by 85.0% and 13.4% in
January, decreased by 78.6% and increased by 6.2% in July, respectively, and the ME and RMSE of
simulated soil moisture reduced by 67.2% and 14.9% in January, reduced by 33.3% and 2.8% in July,
respectively. Compared to Noah, Noah-MP’s results were lowered for the simulated 10-m wind
speed and 2-m air temperature, especially the simulated 2-m air temperature over the cold climate
regions of northern Xinjiang, was improved significantly, the ME and RMSE of simulated 10-m wind
speed reduced by 0.8% and 4.9% in January, decreased by 6.7% and 2.8% in July, respectively, the ME
and RMSE of simulated 2-m air temperature reduced by 2.8% and 1.0% in July, respectively. This
study demonstrated the advantage of coupled Noah-MP over the Central Asia arid region, providing
the basis for WRF/Noah-MP in future operational applications in the Central Asia arid region.
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1. Introduction

Land surface processes (LSSs) refer to the total energy, moisture, and momentum
interactions between the atmosphere, the surface, and the soil layer. The land surface
process parameterization scheme is an earth science model established according to the
physical mechanism of each process to study and analyze LSS problems [1]. LSSs provide
necessary underlying conditions for weather and climate models. Changes in land surface
characteristics affect the momentum, water, and heat exchange between the land surface
and the atmosphere, further affecting the development of the boundary layer structure [2].
Because the land-atmosphere coupling system is nonlinear, and the land-atmosphere
interaction is uncertain in the LSSs [3], so more than 30 land surface process models
have been evaluated by the project for intercomparison of land surface parameterization
schemes (PILPS) [4]. Because model developers have different cognition of each sub-
physical process in LSSs, the same physical process may have various parameterization
schemes in other land surface models. Under such background conditions, previous studies
have been conducted on coupling parameterization schemes of land surface processes
with different complexity levels into mesoscale numerical prediction models [5,6]. It is
imperative to evaluate the prediction performance of the mesoscale numerical model and
select the appropriate parameterization schemes for using the mesoscale numerical model
for regional simulation and prediction.

The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model developed by the National Center
for Atmosphere Research (NCAR) in the United States is widely used in scientific research
and operational weather forecasting, and there are seven LSSs in the WRF4.1.3, Noah-
MP coupled into the WRF model from version 3.5. Researchers conducted a series of
assessments for different schemes and regions in the past. Wang Qiuyun et al. [7] used
three different LSSs in the WRF model to compare a high-temperature weather process in
southern Jiangsu. The results showed that Noah is reasonable in simulating surface flux,
air temperature and near surface wind speed. The research results of Chen Jiong et al. [8]
and Zhang Ying et al. [9] also showed that the Noah land surface model can better reflect
the urban heat island effect, and had a better simulation effect on a rainstorm process in
Jiangxi Province and a rainstorm process in eastern Sichuan. Zhang et al. [10,11] compared
the WRF performance based on Noah and Noah-MP LSSs on East Asia, and found that
Noah-MP had good application advantage in East Asia. The above evaluation studies
involve few Noah-MP and the evaluation for the Xinjiang arid region.

Xinjiang has a unique geography and complex underlying surface conditions as a
typical arid region in Northwest China. The two basins (northern Junggar Basin and south-
ern Tarim Basin) are sandwiched between three mountains (Altay Mountains in the north,
Tianshan Mountains in the middle, and the Kunlun Mountains in the south, Figure 1). In
the past, we had carried out some works for LSSs in the Xinjiang region. Compared to other
LSSs (SLAB and LSM) in WRF, Noah’s simulation of precipitation case was more stable
and reasonable, and the precipitation field forecasted was more similar to the observation
field [12]. Based on the observation data from the Taklimakan Desert Meteorology Field Ex-
periment Station in 2014, the Noah land-surface model performance, which was evaluated
to simulate the land-surface process during different weather conditions in the hinterland
of the Taklimakan Desert, found that the energy-exchange process between the land surface
and the atmosphere in the drifting desert can be simulated by Noah effectively; however,
the effects of soil moisture and latent heat flux were very poor [13].Based on the evaluation
of different LSSs in different seasons in WRF, we also found that Noah’s predication score of
surface meteorological elements was also higher than others; however, the 2-m temperature
forecast showed a cold deviation, mainly due to the extensive simulation of sensible heat
flux transmission of the operational model in Noah [14–17]. Among the above studies in
the Xinjiang arid region, the research on LSSs in WRF involves few Noah-MPs. Therefore,
in order to evaluate the performance of Noah-MP in the Xinjiang arid region in WRF and
provide a practical reference to improve weather forecasts in Xinjiang further, this study is
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based on WRF, using the surface observation data from January and July of 2017 to evaluate
the prediction effect of two LSSs: Noah-MP and Noah, in the Xinjiang arid region.
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2. Model and Experimental Design
2.1. WRF Model

The model used in this study is version 4.1.3 of WRF, which was recently developed
from the ongoing Mesoscale Model (MM5). The fully compressible conservative form of the
non-hydrostatic atmospheric model is designed for both research and operational numerical
weather prediction (NWP) applications. The WRF is suitable for various applications across
scales ranging from meters to thousands of kilometers. The WRF is a fully compressible
non-hydrostatic model with a horizontal lattice in Arakawa-C format, a hybrid vertical
coordinate system of power quality, and a Euler center-based on-terrain following. Physical
parameterization schemes can be selected in the model, including microphysics, cumulus,
planetary boundary layer, and land surface processes. The WRF modeling system includes
the WRF Pre-Processing System (WPS), the Advanced Research WRF (ARW), the WRF
data assimilation (WRFDA) and post-processing systems. The WPS contains the initial
data used to define the simulation domain, interpolate terrestrial data (including ground
vegetation, terrain, soil type, and land use), and horizontally interpolate the initial data
into the simulation domains [18–21].

2.2. Noah and Noah-MP Land Surface Schemes

The Noah land surface model, adopted by WRF, is jointly developed by NCAR and
NCEP [22–24]. The Noah scheme regards the soil surface layer and vegetation as a whole.
The Penman potential evaporation method calculates the latent heat flux [25]; it includes
four soil layers with thicknesses of 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, and 1.0 m [26]. The model consists of two
equations of soil heat and water vapor conduction. The commonly used heat diffusion
equation and the Richards equation calculated soil moisture and water contents. It uses
the Reynolds number method to determine the ratio of thermal roughness to momentum
roughness [27,28]. Calculating the canopy impedance considers the adequate soil moisture
and atmospheric conditions (i.e., the Jarvis plan) at the same time; the Noah model also
adds the surface runoff scheme [29].

The Noah-MP is based on the Noah land surface model (V3.0), which separates
vegetation from the surface. It adjusts the overall framework of the model [30,31] and
extends the options of 10 land surface processes [32,33]. Noah-MP follows most of the Noah
model. However, because the Noah-MP land surface process plan separates vegetation from
the ground surface, its calculation of soil thermal conductivity removes the relationship
between soil thermal conductivity and the reduction of vegetation coverage. The Noah-
MP scheme mainly enhances the characterization capabilities of vegetation ecology, snow
treatment, and groundwater processes. Each sub-physical process has 2~4 parallel physical
options which can be flexibly selected for the target area [29,34–36].
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In this paper, the parameterization scheme of the sub-physical quantity process in
Noah-MP LSS used the default options: using the table to assign the value of leaf area index
assignment, maximum vegetation coverage, the Ball-Berry canopy impedance scheme [37],
the Monin-Obukhov surface exchange coefficient calculation scheme [38], the soil moisture
control factor related to the canopy impedance in the Noah model [33], the TOPMODEL
runoff scheme [39], linear soil permeability scheme [40], the two-stream radiation transmis-
sion scheme using vegetation coverage, treatment of supercooling water in frozen soil [40],
and the CLASS snow cover surface albedo scheme [41].

2.3. Numerical Simulation Setups

Comparative simulations were performed using WRF 4.1.3. The background field and
boundary conditions used the GFS (Global Forecast System) 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ data of NCEP (Na-
tional Centers for Environment Prediction). The simulation nested domain and topography
are illustrated in Figure 1. It adopts double nesting: domain 1 covers Central Asia, with
a horizontal resolution of 9 km; domain 2 covers Xinjiang, with a horizontal resolution
of 3 km (Figure 1). The configuration of the parameterization schemes is as follows: the
microphysics scheme from the WSM6 [42] and the cumulus scheme from Kain–Fritsch [43]
(domain 2 without the cumulus process), the RRTMG scheme for long-wave and short-
wave radiations [44–46], the planetary boundary layer scheme is the YSU scheme [47],
and the LSS is the Noah/Noah-MP scheme [48]. The land cover data was derived from
GLC2015 (Global Land Cover 2015), the data developed by Li et al. [14], and the land cover
types were divided into 24 categories. The details configurations of the simulations used in
WRF are provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Grids and detailed parameterization schemes of simulation.

D01 D02

Horizontal resolution 9 km 3 km
Horizontal grid setting 712 × 532 832 × 652

Microphysics WSM6 WSM6
Cumulus K-F –

Planetary boundary layer YSU YSU
Long-wave RRTMG RRTMG
Short-wave RRTMG RRTMG

To systematically evaluate the forecast effect of Noah-MP and Noah scheme, the
forecast samples used for verification were from 00:00 on 1 January 2017 (UTC, the same
below) to 12:00 on 31 January 2017 (represents the winter) and from 00:00 on 1 July 2017 to
12:00 on 31 July 2017 (represents the summer). The cyclic forecast was updated once per
day (00:00 UTC), each prediction’s timeliness was 24 h, and the total number of samples
was 62.

2.4. Observational Data and Metrics of the Evaluation

The observational data was from Meteorological Unified Service Interface Community
(MUSIC) which the National Meteorological Information Center developed; the data
includes surface wind speed, 2-m air temperature, and soil temperature (measured at 5
and 20 cm thickness from 105 national stations), and soil volumetric moisture content.
For the soil volumetric moisture measurement, the data was obtained from 40 stations in
January 2017, of which 27 were national stations and 13 were regional stations, and from
84 stations in July 2017, of which 62 were national stations and 22 were regional stations.
Measurements were done at 0~10 and 20~30 cm thicknesses.

In WRF model, the 2-m temperature is diagnosed by means of [14]:

T2m = Ts −
H

ρcpCH
(1)
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CH =
k × u∗

ln
(

2m
z0h

)
− ψH

(2)

where ρ and cp are the air density and heat capacity of air, respectively, k = 0.4 is the von
Karman’s constant, z0h is the roughness length for heat, ψH is the integrated universal
function for heat, and u∗ represents the friction velocity at 2 m.

The wind speed can be calculated as follows [14]:

U(Z) =
(u∗

k

)
ln
(

Z
Z0m

)
(3)

In Equation (3), U(Z) is the horizontal wind velocity at height z above the grounyou,
u∗ is the frictional velocity, and k is the von Kalman constant, which has a value of 0.4 in
this work.

The hourly observation data of soil surface heat flux was observed at the Institute
of Desert Meteorology (IDM), the data were obtained at two stations (Hongliuhe and
Kelameili) in January 2017 and two stations (Hongliuhe and Xiaotang) in July 2017; mea-
surements were done at 5 cm thickness. The observation time of Hongliuhe station was
from 1:00 a.m. to 6:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. (UTC, the same below), and
the observation time of Xiaotang and Kelameili stations was from 1:00 a.m. to 12:00 a.m.
Soil heat flux refers to the heat passing through a unit area of soil per unit time, which is
calculated as [14]:

G = −λs
∂T
∂z

(4)

where G and z are soil heat flux (unit: W·m−2) and soil thickness (unit: m), respectively
(both downward are positive), and T is soil temperature (unit: K), λ is soil thermal conduc-
tivity (unit: W/mK).

Since WRF/Noah and WRF/Noah-MP include four-layer soil models, the thicknesses
are 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, and 1 m, i.e., the effective depth of each thickness is 5, 25, 75, and 150 cm,
respectively [26]. Therefore, in this paper, the soil temperature of the first and second layer
outputted by WRF compared with the observed soil temperature values at 5 and 25 cm
thickness. Hence, the simulated values of the soil water content of the first layer (5 cm) and
the second layer (25 cm) were compared with the observed values of 0~10, and 20~30 cm,
respectively, and the simulated values of the surface soil heat flux were compared with the
observed values of 5 cm thickness.

The statistical evaluations used in this study were the mean error (ME), which is
calculated as [15]:

ME =
1
N

[
N

∑
i=1

(Fi − Oi)

]
(5)

and the root mean squared error (RMSE), which is calculated as [15]:

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
i=1

(Fi − Oi)
2 (6)

where Fi is the forecast value at time i and Oi is the observed value at time i. The comparison
of the forecasting performance of Noah-MP and Noah scheme in January and July is useful
to improve the understanding of the forecasting performance of the two LSSs in Xinjiang
arid region.

3. Comparison Simulation Results
3.1. Surface Flux

Land surfaces with various underlying surfaces exchange momentum, water vapor,
and energy with the atmosphere through sensible heat flux and latent heat flux distribution.
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Figure 2 shows the monthly mean differences between Noah and Noah-MP (Noah–Noah-
MP) for surface flux simulation in January and July 2017. In January, the surface sensible
heat flux simulated by the Noah-MP scheme was slightly higher (than the Noah scheme)
in the Taklimakan Desert and the Gobi region of eastern Xinjiang, whereas, the northern
Xinjiang region simulation was relatively low (15~20 W·m−2), especially in the Tianshan
Mountains and Altay Mountains. The Noah LSS treats the surface soil and canopy as
a whole, including snow, leading to a large amount of energy stored on thick snow sur-
faces [32]. Thus, Noah’s sensible heat flux in northern Xinjiang simulated in January was
large. The Noah-MP scheme separates the surface and vegetation layers and increases the
snow cover to three layers. Thus, the sensible heat flux is reduced [27,36]. At the same time,
it has been proven that the Noah scheme uses the Reynolds number method to determine
the ratio of thermal roughness to momentum roughness, which overestimates the sensible
heat flux when the vegetation height is low [48,49]. Compared to Noah, except for some
areas in the northern mountainous region of southern Xinjiang, the surface latent heat flux
simulated by Noah-MP was relatively low in most regions of Xinjiang. However, there was
generally ≤10 W·m−2; only lower than 12 W·m−2 in the southern mountainous areas of
the south Xinjiang.
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In July, compared to Noah, Noah-MP produced a lower sensible heat flux value in most
areas of northern Xinjiang and the mountainous regions of southern Xinjiang (≤ 20 W·m−2),
but the simulated surface heat flux in the Xinjiang basin and desert areas was overestimated
(15~20 W·m−2). This observation could be attributed to different surface heat exchange
coefficients between the two LSSs, as Noah-MP considers the influence of zero plane
displacement [11]; therefore, the difference was evident in areas with high vegetation
coverage in summer. Comparing the surface latent heat flux in July, the simulated values
of Noah-MP for most parts of Xinjiang were higher than Noah’s (15~20 W·m−2), except for
the western Tianshan Mountains and the northern Altay Mountains (≥18 W·m−2). The
main reason for the discrepancy may be that the Ball-Berry canopy impedance scheme
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adopted in Noah-MP was more conducive (than Noah scheme) to vegetation transpiration
under vegetation growth conditions in summer.

3.2. Surface Soil Heat Flux Simulation at Observation Stations

Figure 3 shows the simulated surface soil heat flux of three stations between the two
LSSs, and it can be seen that Noah-MP significantly reduced the negative deviation com-
pared to Noah, because they use different parameterization schemes for surface soil thermal
conductivity [47]. The evaluation metrics of the surface soil heat flux at 5 cm thickness
are shown in Table 2 (∆ presents the ratio of improvement, ∆ = −100%(|Noah-MP| −
|Noah|)/|Noah|, the same blow) in January; compared to Noah, Noah-MP simulated
surface soil heat flux at Honglihe and Kelameili stations were closer to the observations, the
ME of surface soil heat flux increased by 17.5% and reduced by 80.7%, respectively, and the
RMSE of surface soil heat flux reduced by 44.4% and 61.7%, respectively. In July, compared
to Noah, Noah-MP scheme’s simulated surface soil heat flux at Honglihe station was more
deviated from the observations but was closer to the comments at Xiaotang station, the
ME of surface soil heat flux increased by 36.7% and reduced by 19.1%, respectively, and
the RMSE of surface soil heat flux increased by 35.1% and reduced 20.5%, respectively.
Compared to Noah, Noah-MP simulated the surface soil heat flux better for Hongliuhe and
Kelameili stations in January, and better for Xiaotang stations in July. In conclusion, station
verification results show that Noah-MP simulates the soil heat flux better than Noah over
the arid regions in Xinjiang.
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Figure 3. Daily simulation of surface soil heat flux at Hongliuhe (a,b), Kelameili (c), and Xiaotang
(d) stations in January (a,c) and July (b,d) 2017 between Noah (red line) and Noah-MP (blue line)
scheme, observation is the black line (unit: W·m−2).

Table 2. ME and RMSE of simulated surface soil heat flux at 5 cm thickness in WRF simulations with
Noah and Noah-MP scheme in January and July 2017 (unit: W·m−2).

Metrics/Station/Scheme

January July

Hongliuhe Kelameili Hongliuhe Xiaotang

ME RMSE ME RMSE ME RMSE ME RMSE

Noah −0.97 7.34 −7.47 25.61 45.81 77.34 87.75 131.47
Noah-MP 1.14 4.08 −1.44 9.80 62.62 104.50 71.01 104.49

∆ −17.5% 44.4% 80.7% 61.7% −36.7% −35.1% 19.1% 20.5%
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3.3. Simulation of Soil Temperature and Moisture

Studies have shown that surface cover and soil characteristics (surface temperature,
soil temperature, humidity, etc.) directly influence the distribution of sensible and latent
heat fluxes under different underlying surface conditions. Also, these factors determine
whether LSSs can accurately simulate soil temperature and soil moisture directly, which
in turn affects the simulation of sensible surface heat and latent heat flux [50]. Figure 4
shows the difference in surface soil temperature and humidity simulation between the
two schemes.
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In January, Noah-MP simulated a higher surface soil temperature (at 5 cm thickness)
than Noah in almost the entire Xinjiang region (≤4 ◦C), especially in the Yili river valley, the
west Tianshan mountains, and the northern mountains of Altay (5~7 ◦C). For the first layer
of soil moisture, except for the mountainous areas along the southern and eastern Xinjiang,
Noah-MP simulation for most areas was low (≤0.06 m3·m−3), especially in the Yili river
valley and west Tianshan mountains (0.08~0.14 m3·m−3). It should be noted that the Noah
treats the surface soil and canopy as a whole. When the snow is thicker, a large amount
of energy is stored on the snow surface, and the snow melts quickly, which reduces the
surface temperature. Hence, the corresponding surface soil temperature is also relatively
low. At the same time, the penetration of snow water into the soil causes the surface soil
moisture to increase accordingly [40]. However, Noah-MP addresses the above problems
by separating the canopy layer from the ground surface layer, adding up to three layers of
snow patterns, and increasing the permeability of frozen soil [39].

In July, compared to Noah, Noah-MP scheme’s simulated surface soil temperature
was lower in the central Tianshan mountains and western mountainous areas of southern
Xinjiang (2~4 ◦C) but higher in other Xinjiang areas (≤3 ◦C). Also, the simulation of
surface soil moisture in the Noah-MP scheme was somewhat indifferent to Noah, and
the overall simulation was relatively dry but slightly wet in some mountainous areas of
Xinjiang. Overall, the simulation difference in July was smaller than in January, mainly
reflected by the difference in the treatment of frozen soil and snow cover between the Noah-
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MP and Noah schemes, resulting in the significant changes in the simulation of surface
temperature and humidity in winter. The difference in canopy impedance and surface
exchange coefficient had little effect under uniform vegetation conditions in summer.

Figure 5 shows the monthly ME of the surface and the second layers soil temperature
simulated by Noah and the Noah-MP scheme in January 2017. We observed that the
soil temperature simulated by the WRF model using two schemes was high primarily
in Xinjiang, except for the first layer soil temperature of the northern Xinjiang. Except
for the first layer soil temperature simulation, the simulation deviation of Noah in the
north Xinjiang region in January was greater than that of Noah-MP, but the difference in
simulation was not huge. The overall performance of the soil temperature simulation of the
two schemes in July was the cold deviation in northern Xinjiang and the warm deviation in
southern Xinjiang. In July, the simulated cold and warm deviations (in July) were more
significant than in January (Figure omitted). The effect of soil temperature simulated by
Noah-MP scheme in WRF ensued during winter in northern Xinjiang. The evaluation
metrics of the soil temperature at 10 cm and 30 cm thickness are shown in Table 3, and
the results demonstrated that Noah-MP significantly reduced the overestimation of soil
temperature. In January, compared to Noah, the ME of the soil temperature at 10 cm and 30
cm thickness simulated by Noah-MP reduced by 85.0% and increased by 4.2%, respectively.
The RMSE of soil temperature reduced by 13.4% and 5.8%, respectively. In July, compared
to Noah, the ME of soil temperature simulated by Noah-MP reduced by 78.6% and 58.1%,
respectively, and the RMSE of soil temperature increased by 6.2% and reduced by 2.4%,
respectively. This indicates that the effects of Noah-MP alleviate the surface and the second
soil temperature underestimation.
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Table 3. ME and RMSE of the simulated soil temperature at 10 cm and 30 cm thickness in WRF
simulations with Noah and Noah-MP schemes in January and July 2017 (unit: ◦C).

Metrics/Scheme

January July

ME RMSE ME RMSE

10 cm 30 cm 10 cm 30 cm 10 cm 30 cm 10 cm 30 cm

Noah −1.87 1.19 5.06 3.08 −0.28 −0.93 9.71 5.03
Noah-MP −0.28 1.24 4.38 2.90 0.06 −0.39 10.31 4.91

∆ 85.0% −4.2% 13.4% 5.8% 78.6% 58.1% −6.2% 2.4%

Furthermore, Figure 6 depicts the monthly ME of the surface soil moisture and that
simulated by the Noah and Noah-MP schemes in January 2017. The bias of the simulated
value was generally high for the two schemes, except for several stations on the south side
of the west Tianshan Mountains. However, the Noah-MP scheme exhibited reduced surface
soil moisture overestimation at the northern Xinjiang stations, accompanied by a latent
underestimation. Moreover, little difference existed between the two schemes simulated
bias for the second soil moisture layer in January 2017. At the same time, the two LSSs had
little difference in soil moisture bias in July (Figure omitted).

Figure 6. Monthly ME of simulated soil moisture at 5 cm (a,c) and 25 cm (b,d) thickness in WRF
simulations with Noah (a,b) and Noah-MP (c,d) scheme in January 2017 (unit: m3·m−3).

To further analyze the simulation ability of Noah and the Noah-MP scheme in Xinjiang,
we assessed the difference in monthly mean RMSE (RMSENoah-RMSENoah-mp, the same
below) of soil moisture simulated by the Noah and Noah-MP schemes (Figure 7). We
observed that Noah-MP’s simulations were superior to Noah’s, especially for the Yili
river valley and the north side of the Tianshan Mountains. The Noah uses a relatively
simple, free drainage plan [32,51], while the Noah-MP calculates the surface runoff and
groundwater based on the TOPMODEL flow model [40]. The runoff scheme adopted by
the Noah-MP model considers the exchange between the unconfined water layer and upper
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soil and the influence of groundwater flow on the soil moisture [2,39], which improves the
calculation. This property makes the simulation effect of soil moisture in the Noah-MP
model better than in the Noah model. The evaluation metrics of soil moisture at 10 cm
and 30 cm thickness are shown in Table 4, and the results demonstrated that Noah-MP
significantly reduced the overestimation of soil moisture. In January, compared to Noah,
the ME of soil moisture at 10 cm and 30 cm thickness simulated by Noah-MP reduced by
67.2% and 22.4%, respectively, the RMSE of soil moisture reduced by 14.9% and increased
by 2.3%, respectively. In July, compared to Noah, the ME and RMSE of soil moisture at
10 cm thickness simulated by Noah-MP reduced by 33.3% and 2.8%, respectively. This
indicates that the effects of Noah-MP alleviate the surface soil moisture overestimations.

Figure 7. Differences in monthly mean RMSE (RMSENoah-RMSENoah-mp) of simulated soil moistures
at 0~10 cm (a,b) and 10~40 cm (c,d) thickness in WRF simulations with Noah and Noah-MP scheme
in January (a,c) and July (b,d) 2017 (unit: m3·m−3).

Table 4. ME and RMSE of simulated soil moisture at 10 cm and 30 cm thickness in WRF simulations
with Noah and Noah-MP scheme in January and July 2017 (unit: m3·m−3).

Metrics/Scheme

January July

ME RMSE ME RMSE

10 cm 30 cm 10 cm 30 cm 10 cm 30 cm 10 cm 30 cm

Noah 0.125 0.089 0.161 0128 0.003 0.007 0.109 0.109
Noah-MP 0.041 0.069 0.137 0.131 0.002 0.007 0.106 0.109

∆ 67.2% 22.4% 14.9% −2.3% 33.3% -- 2.8% --

3.4. Near-Surface Variables

The 2-m air temperature, mixing ratio, and 10-m wind speed output by WRF are exam-
ined through surface temperature, surface humidity, sensible heat flux, and latent heat flux.
Thus, changes in surface energy balance, soil temperature, and moisture (Figures 2 and 4)
would affect these surface diagnostics.
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Figure 8 illustrates the ME of 2-m temperature monthly simulated by the Noah and
Noah-MP schemes; 157 stations contributed to the near-surface variables. In January, the
2-m temperature bias simulated by the two LSSs showed a warm deviation in the north
of the Tianshan Mountains and a cold deviation in the south of the Tianshan Mountains.
However, in July, the bias showed a cold deviation in the north of the Tianshan Mountains
and a warm deviation in the south of the Tianshan Mountains. In the Noah scheme, the
treatment of frozen soil makes its permeability poor, resulting in an increase in surface
runoff in spring or early summer, and a decrease in snow water penetrating the soil [40].
To solve the above problems, Noah-MP separates the canopy from the surface layer, adds
up to three layers of snow mode, and increases the permeability of the frozen soil [39].
Therefore, Noah-MP had an excellent simulation effect on soil temperature, soil moisture,
and corresponding 2-m air temperature in winter north and east of the Tianshan Mountains.
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Figure 8. Monthly ME of simulated 2-m air temperature in January (a,b) and July (c,d) 2017 with
Noah (a,c) and Noah-MP scheme (b,d) (unit: ◦C).

In addition, Section 3.1 reveals that, in winter, the sensible heat flux and latent heat
flux which Noah-MP simulated was lower (compared to Noah scheme) in most areas of
northern Xinjiang. Whereas in summer, the simulation of sensible heat flux of the Noah-MP
scheme in the north of Xinjiang was relatively low, while that of latent heat flux was high in
most areas. For a specific underlying surface, the reduction of surface heat flux transmitted
to the atmosphere means lowering heat exchange between the surface and the atmosphere
and vice versa. Therefore, in the winter of 2017, the Noah-MP scheme evinced a reduced
positive deviation of the 2-m temperature in northern and eastern Xinjiang. Similarly, in the
summer of 2017, the positive deviation on the southern slope of the Tianshan Mountains
was reduced (Figure 8).

To better investigate the impact of the two LSSs on the simulation of near-surface
variables, Figure 9 depicts the differences of the monthly RMSE (RMSENoah-RMSENoah-mp)
of 2-m air temperature and 10-m wind speed simulations. In January, compared to Noah, the
RMSE of 2-m temperature simulated by Noah-MP was lower (≤2 ◦C) in southern Xinjiang
but slightly higher (at 0~1 ◦C) in northern Xinjiang. In July, compared to Noah, the RMSE
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of 2-m temperature simulated by Noah-MP was generally higher in southern Xinjiang but
lower in northern Xinjiang, within ±1 ◦C. For 2-m air temperature, the difference of the
monthly mean RMSE between the two LSSs was >2 m·s−1 in winter and −1~1 m·s−1 in
summer. Generally, Noah-MP showed little difference from Noah and performed better
in some stations in northern Xinjiang during winter. The evaluation metrics of 2-m air
temperature and 10-m wind speed are shown in Table 5, and the results demonstrated that
Noah-MP significantly reduced the overestimation of 10-m wind speed in winter and 2-m
air temperature, 10-m wind speed in summer. Compared to Noah, Noah-MP significantly
reduced the overestimation of near-surface variables. In January, the ME and RMSE of 10-m
wind speed simulated by Noah-MP reduced by 0.8% and 4.9%, respectively. In July, the
ME of 2-m air temperature and 10-m wind speed reduced by 2.8% and 6.7%, respectively,
and the RMSE reduced by 1.0% and 2.8%, respectively. This indicates that the effects of
Noah-MP alleviate 2-m air temperature and 10-m wind speed overestimations.
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Figure 9. Differences of the monthly mean RMSE (RMSENoah-RMSENoah-mp) of simulated 2-m air
temperature ((a,c), unit: ◦C) and 10-m wind speed ((b,d), unit: m·s−1) between WRF simulations
with Noah and Noah-MP scheme in January (a,b) and July (c,d) 2017.

Table 5. ME and RMSE of simulated 2-m temperature (unit: ◦C) and 10-m wind speed (unit: m·s−1)
with Noah and Noah-MP scheme in January and July 2017.

Metrics/Scheme

January July

ME RMSE ME RMSE

T2m Wind10m T2m Wind10m T2m Wind10m T2m Wind10m

Noah 0.57 1.20 3.95 2.05 1.09 1.21 3.10 2.57
Noah-MP 1.37 1.19 4.02 1.95 1.06 1.13 3.07 2.50

∆ −140% 0.8% −0.18% 4.9% 2.8% 6.7% 1.0% 2.8%

Figure 10 illustrates the daily cycle variation of regional ME and RMSE of 2-m air
temperature and 10-m wind speed. For 2-m temperature simulation, compared to Noah,
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the ME and RMSE of 2-m temperature simulated by Noah-MP was relatively higher than
Noah in winter, but both of them were lower than Noah in summer. For the 10-m wind
speed simulated by the two LSSs, the ME and RMSE of Noah-MP were relatively lower than
Noah in winter and summer, but the overall difference in the ME and RMSE were slight.
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4. Summary and Discussion

The Noah LSS is the most widely used in various numerical forecasting operational
systems globally. At the same time, the Noah-MP is a new multi-physical process alter-
native formed based on the Noah scheme. This work conducted whole month numerical
simulation experiments in the Xinjiang arid region in January and July 2017 using the Noah
and Noah-MP schemes. The evaluation mainly compared WRF output variables to obser-
vations stations, including near-surface variables and soil variables, and the conclusions
were as follows:

In winter, except for the Taklimakan Desert and the Gobi region of eastern Xinjiang,
the surface sensible heat flux simulated by Noah-MP was relatively lower than that of
Noah (15~20 W·m−2), especially in the Tianshan Mountains and the Altay Mountains;
moreover, Noah-MP-simulated surface latent heat flux was relatively low in most areas
of Xinjiang (<10 W·m−2). In summer, Noah-MP mainly had a lower value (than Noah) of
the sensible heat flux in most regions of northern Xinjiang and the mountainous areas of
southern Xinjiang (≤20 W·m−2). Also, the simulated surface heat flux in the Xinjiang basin
and desert areas was excessively higher (15~20 W·m−2), except for parts of the western
Tianshan Mountains and the northern Altay Mountains (≥18 W·m−2). Generally, the
surface latent heat flux simulated by Noah-MP was higher for most regions of Xinjiang.
And for the simulated surface soil heat flux at observation stations, compared to Noah,
Noah-MP was closer to the observations at Hongliuhe and Kelameili stations in January
and the Xiaotang station in July.

Compared to Noah LSS, Noah-MP calculates surface runoff and groundwater dis-
charge more accurately, dividing the snow and vegetation into multiple-layer treatments.
Therefore, in winter, Noah-MP had a better overall simulation of soil moisture and soil tem-
perature in northern Xinjiang and the Yili river valley. Noah-MP alleviated the soil temper-
ature and moisture overestimation according to the mean and the root mean squared error.

The positive deviation of the 2-m temperature in the northern and eastern Xinjiang
during the winter of 2017 and the southern slope of the Tianshan Mountains during the
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summer of 2017, derived by Noah-MP, were reduced. And for the simulation of 10-m wind
speed, Noah-MP performed poorly in winter but slightly better in northern Xinjiang in
summer. According to the mean error and the root mean squared error, Noah-MP alleviated
2-m air temperature and 10-m wind speed overestimation.

From the time variation of the average regional ME and RMSE, the 2-m air temperature
simulated by Noah-MP were relatively high in winter and low in summer. For the 10-m
wind speed simulation, the RMSE of Noah-MP was relatively low in winter and summer,
but the overall difference in them was slight.

In summary, the application research of the Noah-MP LSS in the arid region of Xinjiang
has been rarely carried out. In this paper, we aimed at the batch test evaluation of the whole
Xinjiang arid region, with numerous data and workloads, so it had not been evaluated
and diagnosed in all aspects. However, the winter simulation results of Noah-MP in high
latitude areas of Xinjiang (especially mountain stations) were consistent with the results
given by Zhang et al. [11]. Therefore, we expect to delve into all aspects of the assessment
and diagnosis in the next step. Future work must further evaluate the Noah-MP scheme’s
simulation effect in the arid region, combine it with the hourly soil data in different seasons
obtained from the latest observations of the Institute of Desert Meteorology (IDM) in the
northern and southern Xinjiang field observation bases, and obtain the optimal sub-process
combination of the Noah-MP scheme in different underlying surfaces and different seasons
in the Xinjiang arid region.
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